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Abstract
Abraham’s test of the sacrifice of Isaac in Genesis 22 hangs on God’s
words. God’s last speech in the test functions as a divine interpretation of
Abraham’s test actions (“because you have done this thing“ v. 16) for the
covenant blessings (vv. 16-18) sequentially evoke all of Abraham’s seven
covenant revelations except for the sixth (Abraham’s intercession in Gen
18). Since the covenant lessons are used as the divine norm for evaluating
Abraham, one logical interpretative hypothesis for the test is a covenant-
crisis challenge designed to elicit a comprehensive covenant response
from the divinely trained Abraham.
This covenant interpretation satisfies the coherence criteria by
aligning all three divine speeches uni-directionally and satisfies the
correspondence criteria of the details in the test. However, Abraham’s
actions demonstrated compliant literal obedience and resurrection faith
instead. The ensuing interaction of the anthropocentric (Abraham) and
theocentric (God) viewpoints are captured by the uneven structure of
actional dynamics, which, if reconstructed symmetrically according to
the literary chiasm, indicates the ideal covenantal response to the test
according to the narrator.
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Key
16c     Not withhold  son --------------7. Relinquished Ishmael (Gen 21:9-21)
(missing)-------------------------6. Intercession (Gen 18) 
17ab   Bless, Multiply !!! --------------5. Multiply x 3, Bless x 3 (Gen 17)
17c     Stars in heavens --------------4. Stars in heavens (Gen 15)
17d     Sands of seashore -----------3. Dust of the earth (Gen 13:14-17)
17e     Possess gates of Enemy ---2. I give this Land (Gen 12:7)
18 Nations will bless
themselves ---------------------1. Families of the earth blessed (Gen 12:1-3)
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v.9
Transfer
v.13
(moved?)
vv. 1-2 “Abraham! –Hinneni”, 
“Take, go, offer”
Prep
v.3
Transfer
v.6ab
v. 6c “So they went both of them together.”   v. 8b“So they went both of them together.”
v. 4 “Abraham lifted up his eyes and saw”
v. 5 Speech to Servants (Speech missing?)
v.10 “to 
kill his 
son” !!!
vv.11-12!! “Abraham, 
Abraham!—Hinneni”
vv.7-8a
“My Father—Hinneni, my son.”
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Moral Legacy
vv. 1-2 Divine
Test Command
“Hinneni”
Prelude: Beersheba, theme of return, “Now
it came after these things” Gen 21:31-22:1
vv. 11, 16-18 Divine (Sevenfold)
Evaluation/Blessings
“Hinneni”
Postlude: Beersheba, theme of return, “Now 
it came after these things” Gen 22:19-20
v. 4 “Abraham lifted up his eyes” = Place              v. 13a “Abraham lifted up his eyes” = Ram
v. 5 Abraham’s Speech to servants
v. 6c “So they went both of them together”     v. 8b “So they went both of them together”
vv. 7-8a Dialogue with Isaac
“Hinneni, my son”
(Missing) Abraham’s Speech to God?
